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ABSTRACT
The MIT-ONR electrostatic accelerator and broad-range magnetic
spectrograph have been used to investigate the Co59(d,p)Co°0 reaction
by bombarding a thin target of cobalt on Formvar with 6.0-Mev deuter-
ons. An analysis of the proton groups for sixteen reaction angles
between 10 and 110 degrees determined the angular distribution of the
cross section and the Q-values for sixty levels of Co°0 up to 3.7-Mev
excitation. The ground-level Q-value was determined to be 5.262
0.011 Mev. Some of the levels observed have not been previously re-
ported, and the Q-values of the other levels are in agreement with
those previously observed by (d,p) and (n,y) reactions. One previ-
ously reported level at a Q of 2,659 Mev was not observed. The pres-
ent values remove some small discrepancies between those of the (d,p)
and (n,y) reactions.
From the angular distributions of this work, the reaction was
observed to proceed predominantly by stripping. They have been com-
pared with the predictions of Butler's stripping theory in order to
assign values of In* the orbital angular momentum of the captured
neutron, to thirty-seven levels. It was observed that most of the
distributions required superposition of curves corresponding to two
values of ^n« Results obtained endorse the recently assigned values
of J * 5* for the ground level and J » 2+ for the raetastable state,
instead of the previously reported values of h* and 1+ , respectively.
Thesis Supervisors Harald A. Enge
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The HIT-OflR electrostatic accelerator is being used in a
program of study of deuteron stripping reactions. This reaction is
a valuable tool in nuclear spectroscopy as an aid in the determina-
tion of the angular momentum and parity of ground and excited levels
of various nuclides.
The element cobalt has been the object of several studies of
the beta-ray and gamma-ray decay of its isotopes, Charged-particle
studies of CkK? by proton bombardment1 and of Co" through the
Co59(d,p)Co°° reaction2 have been done at the High Voltage Labora-
tory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
We have chosen the investigation of the angular distribution
of protons from the Gcr^(d9 p)Cor® reaction in an effort to resolve
an uncertainty in the q-value for the ground level of Co
,
to deter-
mine more fully the excited levels of Co , and tc furnish more
information on the angular momentum and parity of these excited
levels.
The work of Bartholomew and Kinaejr results in a ^-value for
the ground level of 5.260 0.007 Mev, determined by subtracting the
binding energy of the deuteron from their highest energy gawma ray.
The Co^"(d,p)Co^ work of Foglesong and Foxwell gave a w-value of
5.233 0.003 Mev, a difference of 23 kev.
59On the basis of the "shell model," 27Co32 k*8 a sinSle
"hole" in the proton If7/2 shell, and the position of the four













2p^f2 and If- /g lie vory close together. Whether the addition of
a neutron to an odd one in the 2p^ m state would cause the pair to
jump from the 2p^ /« state to the Ifcm state depends on the magni-
tude of the difference of the pairing energies Pf ty9 - Ppo/g rela-
tive to the level distance
^ttt/o " eP^/2* ** is P°ssib]Lo to silow
^
that the order of billing these levels might proceed by three differ-

































and Co ^ compared with the calculated magnetic moments indicate
the assignments of the thirty-first neutron in Ckr to the f- /g
do
state and the thirty-third neutron in Co to the P3/2 state, with
three neutrons in the V^/2 a***® and two neutrons in the f^ /« state.
Thus, it would seem that the neutrons fill in the following manner
for three, four, and five neutrons
s
2 1 2.2 3 2
VP3/2) <*5/2 ) J (P3/2) <f5/2> 5 (p3/2> t*$fi) '
This is not in accord with the schemes mentioned above but would
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A survey of present data on the angular momentum and pari-
ties of Co^° is presented in Figure 1. The | t j|ft HWf beta ray fro*
the ground level of Co60 to the 1.33-Mev level of Ni61 was first re-
ported by Keister aiid Schmidt to have a shape corresponding to
AJ - 2, no, and hence led to the angular momentum and parity assign-
ments of k* and 1
+
to the ground and iaetastable levels, respectively,
+ 9
in contrast to the previously reported values of $ and 2 . More
recent work by Dobrowlski et al , using the method of paramagnetic
resonance to measure the angular momentum and magnetic moment, and
by Wolfson10 on the l.i+3-Hev beta ray, obtaining AJ 3, no, leads
to confirmation of the values of 5* and 2*.
The use of the deuteron stripping reaction as a means of
assigning values of angular momentum to various energy levels of a
nucleus is based on the pronounced maxima in a forward direction of
the emergent particle. These maxima may be characterized by values
of lm the orbital angular momentum ol the captured nucleon. The
angle at which a maximum occurs is a measure of the tn value. Knowl-
edge of the angular momentum and parity of the initial nucleus, to-
gether with the observed /n value, yill determine the parity of the
residual nucleus and allowed values of the angular momentum.
Several theories accounting for the stripping maxima in the
intermediate energy region have been published, notably by Butler
,
Bhatia et al , Daitch and French^, Friedman and Tobocman , and
others. In this investigation, an angular distribution formula from
the noncoulomb stripping theory of Friedman and Tobocman"4 is used,
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Figure I
ENERGY LEVEL DIAGRAM SHOWING
DECAY SCHEME OF Co60
(Ref. 6,7,9, 10)

together with tables and graohs prepared by linge and Graue-*--* for
numerical calculations of the theoretical angular distribution
curves.
The use of the MIT-ONR electrostatic generator and the
broad-range magnetic spectrograph enabled us to investigate the
y-values and angular distributions of protons from the
Ccr"(d,p)Co reaction simultaneously. The investigation was car-
ried out at energies of 6.01 and 6.18 Hev. The proton groups asso-
ciated with the ground and excited levels were observed at seventeen
angles between 5 and 110 degrees.
Sixty Q-*values, corresponding to the ground level and fifty-
nine excited levels of Co60* were determined. Angular distribu-
tion curves and values of ^ for the ground level and twenty-five
excited levels were calculated. Tentative assignments of ln were
given to eleven other levels.
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II. I iHJ5
The major equipment used in this Investigation consisted of
the 4viIT-0NR electrostatic accelerator*" and the associated deflect-
ing magnet, a collimating slit system, target chamber, and the
broad-rang© magnetic spectrograph
.
The major characteristic of a Van de Qraaff generator used
as a particle accelerator is the small energy spread possible
(arraroximately 0.1 percent). The MIT-ONR generator has a range of
normal operation of 5.0 to 7.5 Her with a bean intensity upwards of
0.3 microamperes.
The physical features of the accelerator are shown in Figure
2. The energy of the particle beam is defined and controlled by
the collimating slit system and the deflecting magnet. The parti-
cles are accelerated downward into the deflecting magnet and are
then deflected through a 90-degree arc which has a radius of 60
centimeters by a given magnetic field which determines the momentum
allowed to pass through the magnet.
By means of adjustable shims at the entrance and exit iaces
of the magnet, the beam was focused on a set of definin slits
i fit
placed 185 centimeters from the exit face of the magnet . The
slit jaws are insulated, and the currents collected on them are
used to control a corona current to the generator terminal, thus
providing voltage control.
The particle beam then enters the target chamber (Figure 3)
and provides a sharply defined beam impinging on a fixed position
to b9 tMM
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on the target. The particles from the target which emerge into
the acceptance angle of the broad-range magnetic spectrograph are
deflected with a radius proportional to their momentum. They are
recorded on three ten-inch long Eastsnan KfA 2£-micron photographic
plates positioned at the top of the spectrograph, as shown in
Figure 3« The photographic plates are contained in a platehoider
and conform to a hyperbolic focal surface. They are indexed when
in the platehoider by a set of razor-edged slits illuminated from
below which give a set ci sharp lines approximately 7 centimeters
apart for the entire length of the photographic plate. These slits
provide a reference for a measure of distance along the plates used
when the particle tracks are counted after an exposure.
The Magnetic spectrograph may be rotated about a vertical
axis through the point at which the beam hits the target. Angles
from to 130 degrees with respect to the beam line from the accele-
rator may be used with a position error of less than 10 minutes of
arc18
.
The solid angle of the spectrograph has been shown to be
independent of the angle of observation. It is defined by an en-
trance aperture to the spectrograph and by an o-milliraeter wide
slit in front of the focal surface. The aperture angle may be
varied, but is used for normal work with a half-angle of about 2^
degrees. The solid angle on the focal surface is about 3»h x 10"^
steradian for a given peak at a distance along the plate of 52 cen-
timeters, fiinee particles of different momenta are magnetically
a£Ki« ow. t» \mi' m Let odtaq^grf m o3 ertolaoc tea
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deflected through different radii, they arc recorded at different
points on the focal surface. Since each position on the photo-
graphic plates corresponds to a different distance traveled by the
particles, the solid angle varies with position on the plate. This
variation is corrected for by using the experimental curve given
by Browne and Buechner .
The magnetic fields in the deflecting and spectrograph
magnets are determined by a nuclear resonance technique, using the
known gyrooagnetic ratio of the Ii* nucleus. This consists of
measuring the Lanaor precession frequency using resonance induction
of Li? or of a proton in an aqueous solution of LiGl, The LiCl is
contained in a small glass capsule positioned in the pole gap of the
magnets. A secondary frequency standard is used for the frequency
measurement and is calibrated against the broadcast frequency stand-
ard of the Bureau of Standards station rfWf«
Thin targets are necessary in charged-particle work, since
sharply defined groups of reaction particles result, thus taking ad-
vantage of the resolving power of the apparatus. The work of Fogle-
song and Foxwell* was done at 90 degrees on a comparatively thick
cobalt layer evaporated onto platinum sheet. The present work,
using transmission through the target for all angles les? than <?0
degrees, required the use of a thin cobalt layer on thin Formvar
film.
Circular (about 1-inch diameter) target frames were covered
with four double layers of Formvar. The thickness of the Formvar
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by hinge t Wahlig, and Aanderaa
1
". The average thickness was found
to be about 13 !!• air equivalent.
Co^° in the form of cobalt sponge obtained from Johnson,
Katthey and Company, London, was evaporated under vacuum in a steel
tank using a tungsten crucible. The tungsten was in strip form
one-quarter inch wide and 20 mils in thickness; the strip was ground
down in a small area to about 10-miis thickness to form a "boat."
By passing a current through the tunsten strip, the cobalt was
heated to a temperature above the melting point and allowed to
evaporate. The evaporation was allowed to proceed until no cobalt
remained in the boat. The temperature had to be controlled to with-
in quite narrow limits in order to achieve evaporation but yet not
destroy the Forravar backing by excessive heat. Some fifteen evapo-
ration attempts were made before securing the necessary number of
targets. After evaporation, the thickness of the cobalt was meas-
ured by measuring the thickness of the cobalt plus Forravar and sub-
tracting the thickness of the Forravar.
The targets were placed in the target chamber shown in
Figure 3. This chamber is insulated from ground and has small
apertures for the entrance of tiie particle beam and for the exit
of emergent particles into the spectrograph. The secondary elec-
trons from nearby energy-analysing slits are prevented from enter-
ing by insulating the entrance aperture from the target chamber
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in the target chamber is measured by a combined current integrator
20
and sensitive mlcroammeter , with an accuracy better than 1 percent
for the beam currents used.
In order to reduce the surface contamination buildup and to
insure better heat removal, the targets were placed in a rotating
target mount21 . This consists of a geared target holder driven
with a flexible shaft by a D. C, motor. Magnetic coupling is used
to transmit drive power through the lid of the target chamber.
Speed of rotation is approximately one revolution per second.
After the photographic plates are exposed and developed, they
are counted by mounting them en an accurate traveling stage and ob-
serving the tracks by use of a binocular microscope, with a Leita
dark-field illuminator source. For normal track size and intensity,
a 20X objective is used, defining a one-half millimeter square, far
very dense peaks or short tracks, a U3X objective is used which de-
fines a field of view of about one-quarter millimeter square. The
number of particle tracks across the exposed strip is plotted against
distance along the plates. The position of the point at one-third
the peak height on the high-energy side of the peak has been used as
22
a measure of the position of a group . The distance is measured to
an accuracy of
_
0.1 millimeter or better. With the distance known,
the corresponding value of p, the radius of curvature of a given
peak, is found from the calibration curve. Tills is multiplied by B,
the known magnetic field of the spectrograph. This gives the value
Bp, the momentum of the particle, and, since the type of particle is
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known, use may be made of tables of ap versus energy * to find the
energy of the emergent particles.
Calibration of the Magnetic spectrograph-*-' is based on the
accurately known iaomentum of polonium alpha particles. A poloniura-
coated silver wire is placed accurately in the target charaber in
the same position as the beam spot on the target, Then exposures
are made at various values of field strength of the spectrograph.
This places the alpha particles at different positions along the
photographic plate and provides the relation between distance along
the plate versus radius of curvature. The value of 331 «S>9 kilo-
gauss centimeters for polonium alpha particles is used. The cali-



















The first step in the investigation after the targets were made
consisted of bombarding a target with 6.5>-&ev protons and analvBing
the elastically scattered proton groups to determine the contaminants
contained in the target and to measure the effective thickness of the
oobalt coating. Elastic runs were made at 90 degrees, as shown in
Table I, The results from one such bombardment are shown in Figure
h and in Table I, For scattering at 90 degrees from a target initi-
ally at rest, nonrelativistieally we use the following
*in ^a * £o "b (where m^ is theB
^in * ^o Mass of a proton)
to determine the mass of the scattering nuclei.
According to the manufacturer**-'', I'orravar contains 33 percent
oxygen, i>9.1 percent carbon, and 7,6" percent hydrogen (by weight)
plus traces of sulfur and nitrogen, for use, Formvar is diluted
with ethylene dichloride, which adds only chlorine to the list of
contaminants contained in the backing. The calcium could possibly
be present in the distilled water used in floating the Formvar films
onto the target frame. The arsenic and silver are believed to be
due to previous evaporated materials which were not completely re-
moved from the evaporator.
It is noted that the analysis of contamination on one of a
different group of targets showed less sodium and chlorine than in
the first run, which may be due to better cleaning of the evapora-
tor before making new targets, or may be a case of "sweat physics."
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c 12 Backing and vacuum system
c 6 13 JU Backing and vacuum system
N 7 tt 1.67 Bttfclag and vacuum system
8 16 63d.0 i.acking and vacuum system
8 13 0.57 Backing and vacuum system
Na 11 23 M Sweat Physics
S 16 32 1.58 Backing
CI 17 35 0.57 Backing, Sweat Physics
CI 17 37 0.23 racking, Sweat Physics
K 19 39 o.U* ?
Ca 20 to 0.11 Backing
Co 27 59 100.0 aporated material
As 33 75 0.03 vaporator
Ag irt 107 0.3 vaporator
W % Uk U.o Tungsten boat
Note: An estimate of the relative amount of each element present
has been made )ay assuming (very incorrectly in general) Rutherford
scattering. The number of tracks asrigned to each element wae
divided by 7r and is civen in the fourth column of Table I relative
to the cobalt peak. Column 5 gives the assigned origin of these
contaminants, as a matter of interest.
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In other words, prior to evaporating perspiration was left on the
crucible, electrodes, and target frame supports because of handling.
The greater apparent abundance of Na versus CI nay be caused by the
effects of hi,-Th deuteron bombarding energy.
Since the targets were quite fragile, we had to use a total
of five targets from two different evaporations. The contaminants
were checked for each grouo. formalization of the different runs
is described later.
The following procedure was employed in the angular distri-
bution runs i We first determined the a v-roximate barrier hei
of C©29 from the equation2^ B *r 0.76 aZ ^ Hev, and found it to
be *f 6.8 Mev for deuterons on cobalt. It was desirable to use a
bombarding energy of roughly this value to minimise exposure time,
but a value of 6.0 isev was chosen because the accelerator was better
stabilized at this energy; an important factor in long runs, such as
were made.
The energy of the bombardin: deuterons was established by
setting up the desired magnetic field in the deflecting magnet.
This energy was a constant throughout a set of angular runs, but
the setting of the magnetic spectrograph field was changed every
few angles to maintain an approximately constant position of the
ground level proton peaks from Go^° on the photographic plate.
This insured that the peaks had a constant solid angle throughout
the run and thus removed the need for solid-angle correction in
comparing the intensities of peaks at different angles. Tho exact
iwic not
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energy of the deuteron beam was determined by an elastic deuteron
exposure and by using the accurately known rvalue2 -* (2.717 0.007
12 13
Kev) for the C (d,p)C reaction which appeared in all exposures.
The first series of angular distributions was made at an
average deuteron energy of 6.00^ Hev, and the exposures were 500
microeouloiabs. The second series was made, through an error in set-
ting up the deflecting magnet, at an average energy ox 6.167 fiev, and
with varied exposures. Table Ii summarises these runs. The longer
runs of the second series were designed to resolve better several
weak peaks seen in the first series in order to determine their
energy with greater accuracy. The higher energy of the second
series shifted the position of the proton peaks a distance approxi-
mately two centimeters toward the high-energy end of the plates.
the average deuteron current input to the target chamber was about
0.10 microamperes.
When makint; the (d,p) distribution runs, the photographic
plates were covered with two layers of i,>«-mil aluminum foil to
screen out alpha particles and deuterons. After exposure, tne
plates were developed and counted, as described previously. W©
plotted the number of protons p&r one-half millimeter strip versus
distance alon, the plate, as shown by the example in Figure 5. The
proton groups from cobalt were identified by observing the shift
in position on the plate from one angle to another. The expected
drift was calculated as an aid in identification. In each run, one
or more of the proton groups were obscured by the large ground level
ji« a.
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TABLE II. Sumraary of Targets and "xoosure for Angular Distribution
Exposure















5 1000 A 3 unusable-deuterons
15 1000 A 3
25 Ui27 A 3
30 1000 A k
\6 1000 A k
90 1250 A 3
100 1250 A 3
110 1250 A 3
15 500 B 6 First test run

























and first excited levels of the (?-^(dtp)6^ and C^CdjpjC1^ reac-
tions. Since these latter are light nuclei, the shift of peak
position versus angle la greater for them than for the cobalt
peaks. Hence, the cobalt peaks which had been obscured at one
angle by carbon and oxygen could be seen at a different angle.
The data from the different runs were normalized in order
to correct for the various thicknesses of cobalt and for the differ-
ent amounts of exposure used. For the latter, the number of proton
tracks in a peak was corrected to a i>00 microcoulomb exposure by mul-
tiplying by the ratio of 500 over the actual exposure for %ha run.
To determine the target tnlCKiiesses relative to one original one
(B 3)* the total number oi aroton tracks on the lirst plate (up to
excited level No. ih) was corrected for the amount of exposure and
then compared with the first plate of target B 3 at a common angle
of exposure. The results are susmarized in Table nil
TABUS ni







The reciprocal of the relative thickness was multiplied with the
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It was noted by comparison of corresponding peaks at the
angle on two different targets that random fluctuations of the
proton counts were relatively hi^hj that is, several peaks out of
fifteen on the first plate would be two or three standard devia-
tions off with respect to two guides t the same peak obtained from
the other target and the expected value obtained by approximating a
smooth angular distribution through the peak counts c: adjacent
angles. In normalizing to minimize this effect where more than one
exposure had been made at the same angle (Table III), a weighted
mean count was determined for each such angle.
The first step was to multiply the amount of exposure for a
given target and angle by the relative tr. thickness to obtain a
standardized exposure which would have produced the same number of
proton tracks within the limits of fluctuation had the standard tar-
get been used. Then, for each angle a factor of 500, the standard
exposure, was divided by the sum of all standardized exposures, in-
cluding the standard one. This was then multiplied by the sum of
all protons counted in the peak on all exposures regardless of tar-
get to give the mean count. Example:
Target No, Counts 1 Peak >osur© Relative Thickness
standard 1000 $00 1
Other 600 500 0.50
The standardized exposure of the other target is 250 and the
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procedure over others which rai-ht produce the same result is the
simplicity of using the unweighted summation of all counts at the
sane angle for each peak. It was felt that the error in the mean
value due to the error in determining the relative target thickness
would be much lees than the random fluctuations seen in single
counts.
Ml nr£ i l 'a. r • .- .-' .: .". T .: J - ' .
IV. R£3l
PROBABLE ERRORS
The probable error quoted for the ^-values and excitation
energies is, strictly speaking, not probable error but uncertainty
in energy. This difference in meaning is mentioned because the term
"probable error" has a particular definition in the field of statis-
tics which li not the Meaning used in this paper. The statistically
determined standard error is not the major consideration involved in
the quoted error, but is rather the question of the accuracy of our
values compared to the Htrue ,! values* This is then basically a ques-
tion of how accurate a calibration has been made against the stand-
ard polonium alpha particle. The uncertainty consists of two types
of errors, one random in nature and the other systematic, A de-
tailed examination of the uncertainty of each level has not been
made, but the general effects have been determined, and it is felt
that the uncertainty quoted is reasonable.
The factors which may contribute to the random error ares
1, The spread in energy of the incident particles
resulting from finite slit widths;
2, The finite width of the beam which illuminates a
finite area on the target, not a point source)
3, The spread in energy of the emergent particles
because of variations in target thickness; and
4, Small adjustments of the magnet current to compen-
sate for drift.
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Since each rvalue is the mean of three or four measurements
(with one exception), it is possible to obtain an estimate of the
random error by examination of the standard error of the mean values.
The mean value is determined from
n
I z *
where n is the number of observations* The standard error is thens
Y] (*L - £)
n(n - 1)
This procedure resulted in an average standard error tiaroughout the
range of ^-values reported of about 1,2 kev.
The systematic errors are of greater consequence and are in
general a function of the energy of the emergent protons. These
errors include the following t
1. The calibration error . ..-,;. magnetic spectrograph,
which includes the uncertainty in the Bp value of the polonium alpha
particles
|
2. Peak position and validity of the use of the one-
third height position;
3» Since the energies of the protons and deuterons were
measured after these particles had passed through the target, there is
an error caused by the different energy losses suffered by protons and
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canceled in the Q* quation, however, even though a small correction
was made to compensate for the thickness of the cobalt when finding
the deuteron energy, these losses cannot be accurately dtt d,
since the exact path oi each and wery ^article is not known* and
1*. The effect of temperature on the fluxsaeter cir-
cuits, which is random in part.
The targets used were continuously rotating and hence the effect
of surface contamination was felt to be ne
:
,.e in comparison with
the above effects. The values assigned to each of these terms are
shown in Table IV.
IV
Systematic Errors for ^-values
krrors given in percent of particle energy
1. Calibration error O.Ou
2. jirror caused by position of carbon and cobalt in target . J2
3. Peak position and one*third height 0.03
U« Temperature coefficients in fluxiaeker 0.03
Root of sum of squares /w 0.06
The total uncertainty for a given rvalue was determined by
first combining the random and systematic errors for one measurement
of particle energy and then combining the various uncertainties in
the ^-equation to obtain the total uncertainty in H-value, This re-

















since some of the systematic errors in the determination of the ener-
gies of the incident and emergent particles tend to cancel out. This
particularly applies tc the calibration error.
As an example, for the ground-state v-value, the oroton energy-
is about 11.h Mev. This is found to have an error of 7 kev. The
uncertainty in the deuteron energy required more calculation, since
most of the deuteron energies were determined from the Cx2 (d, p)C^
reaction, which has an uncertainty of 7 kev. The energy uncertainty
of the deuteron is thus about 9 kev3 which, combined with the proton
uncertainty, gives an uncertainty in the rvalue of the ground level
of about H kev.
The uncertainty in ^-value is given in the results as a con-
stant 11 kev. This is due primarily to the larger expected error
in peak position at lower oroton energies where the r>eaks are closely
spaced. This If an arbitrary assignment, but it is possible to make
larger errors in oeak position under these conditions.
The errors or uncertainties of the excitation energies are due
to similar causes. The random error was determined by an examination
of the standard errors of the mean values and was found to be about
i* kev. The systematic errors are approximately proportional to the
excitation energy. In the calculation of the excitation energies, the
results depend on the energy differences between groups recorded on the
sane plate and the systematic errors tend to cancel out. This has
led to the assignment of a systematic error of 0.1 percent of the
excitation energy. The total uncertainty is then the square root of the
sums of the squares of the random and systematic errors.
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DISCUSSION OF vj-VALUES AND
comparison with mfzon WORK
The determination of the energy oi a given particle group is
done in the following manner. The calibration table is used to con-
vert the third-height distance into p, the trajectory radius of the
particle in the magnetic spectrograph. Knowing the value of the mag-
netic field S in kiiogauss, we next find the "magnetic rigidity" of
the particle, Bp, and enter the tables calculated by iSnge^, where
the following equation relating energy of a particle to its momentum
has been solved for protons, deuterons, tritons, and alpha particles,
for values of Bp from lGr to 6.5 x lCr gauss centimeters.




where uiq » rest mass of the particle.
The equation for the 4-value of a given reaction can be ex-
pressed in the following form:
2 a E . JS k &l . 2 cos * X ° X ° + S rel
where 1% » mass of residual nucleus
Mq » mass of emitted particle
hQ « energy oi emitted particle
Mj - mass of incident oarticle
Ej » energy oi incident particle
H - reaction angle in laboratory coordinate.
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where Kp, the energy of the residual nucleus, is found from
Er, • — ET + — &_ <•» g cos S "»" " .
To find the bombarding energy of a particle using elastic
scattering, we set « equal to zero and have
i: . _J£ £ . 2 cos « .,)* 6 .% - MI i1,io rel 1% - Mj
Unless © is equal to <?0 degrees, we have a second-order equa-
tion| therefore, the method of successive approximations was employed
in the solution of this equation. This technique was also employed
when the deuteron energy was obtained from the Q (d,p)0 ^ reaction
leading to the ground level of C^»
The rvalues were computed from four exposures, the 1*5- and 60-
degree exposures of the 6.009-Mev series, and the 25- and 30-degree
exposures of the 6.187-ftev series. The exposures at U$ and 60 de-
grees were f>00 ucoulomb and, in exaiainin^, the results, we found sev-
eral small peaks identified with Cow were observed besides the large
ones. The second set of exposures was given longer bombardment in
order to obtain better counting statistics for small proton groups.
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The 25- and 30-degree exposures were selected for computation to
give the highest average intensity of all the peaks regardless of
the shape oi their angular distribution* The use of four separate
exposures at different angles insured at least three separate detor-
iginations of the >»value for each level, with taut one exception.
The average j-value and excitation energy for the .-round level and
fifty-nine excited levels are given in Table ?« Level number $h is
inclosed in parentheses to indicate that it is the mean of only two
•asuremente and has a larger random error. This peak was con-
sistently observed at otlier angles but was obscured by the 1 '
ground level on two of the four exposures used in determining
values.
In the computations for the ^-values, the relativity correc-
tion was less than 0.5 kev for the 25, 30, and 45-degree exposures,
and was less than 0.3 kev for the 60-degree exposure. It has been
included in the results for the 60-degree exposure.
A separate series of computations for the y-value of the
ground level at twelve different angles gave a Q of 5.262 0.011
Mev. The maximum spread in these ^-values was 7 kev, with a stand-
ard random error of less than 2 kev.
The agreement for the ^-values of the excited levels was good
on all exposures. The standard random error was found to be less
than h kev for any level, and for most levels, it was less than 3
kev.
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TABLE Y





























































Level Rvalue Ex (Hev)
21 3.412 1.850 0.004
22 3.375 1.837 0.004
23 3.339 1.923 0.004
24 3.283 1.979 0.004
25 3.231 2.031 + 0.005
26 3.131 2.131 0.005
27 3.112 2.150 + 0.005
28 3.045 2.217 + 0.005
29 2.988 2.274 0.005




32 2.835 2.427 0.005
33 2.671 2.591 * 0.005
34 2.528 2.734 * 0.005
35 2.500 2.762 0.005
36 2.417 2.845 0.005
37 2.378 2.834 0.005
38 2.363 2.899 0.005
39 2.320 2.942 0.005
40 2.295 2.967 0.005
41 2.252 3.010 0.005
42 2,214 3.048 0.005
43 2.197 3.065 * 0.005




























Level /alue Ex (Mev)
li5 2.1it7 3,115 0.005
1*6 2,077 3.165 0.00$
1*7 2.0U7 3.215 0.005
1*8 2.021* 3.238 0.005
1*9 1.978 3.281* 0.005
50 1.9146 3.311; 0.005
51 1.923 3.339 0.005
52 1.895 3.367 0.005
53 1.81*3 3.1*19 0.006
51* (1.798) (3.1*61* 0.006)
55 1.761* 3.1*98 % 0.006
$6 I.698 3.561* + 0.006
57 1.671 3.591 ^ 0.006
58 1.609 3.653 0.006
59 1.580 3.682 + 0.006
The excitation energy was found by subtracting the average Q-
value of a level from the g-valm of the ground level. The average
thus obtained was compared with the excitation energy determined for
the individual exposures and agreement was again good.
The determination of energy' levels was ended after fifty-nine
levels had been measured. At levels above fifty-nine, tne resolution
of peaks is mush poorer because of a larger background and closer
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seen in Figure 5> to the left of a radius of curvature of 1*8 cm.
Figure f> presents only that part of the data from the 30-degree ex-
posure which was analysed. It is noted that in the plot of the peaks
in Figure 5>, several peaks have half-widths greater than normal or
display structure in the peak. Some of the effects noticed may be
due to (d,p) reactions of the contaminant elements present, but sev-
eral peaks display this at all angles of observation. In the latter
cases, it is possible that the levels are closely spaced doublets,
and the energy given is possibly in error because of this effect.
More discussion of the effects of closely spaced doublets will be
given in the discussion of the angular distribution curves. The
peaks which are suspected of being doublets are numbers 2, k, 10, 19,
and 25 . Level number 19 is particularly suspected of being a doublet,
since nronounced double structure is shown at several angles.
It is interesting to compare the oresent results with the work
2 3
of Foglesong and Foxwell and with Bartholomew and Kinsey . This
comparison is presented in Table VI, listing both ^-values and exci-
tation energies. It will be noted that the present work shows some
fifty-nine levels in the region of excitation through 3.682 Hev, com-
pared with the twenty-nine levels found by Foglesong and Foxwell. The
agreement of the vvalue for the ground level in this investigation
with that which is obtained from the work cf Bartholomew and Kinsey
is excellent. The Qpvalue of the ground level reported by Foglesong
and Foxwell is 23 kev above that of Bartholomew and Kinsey and is 21
kev above that of the oresent investigation. This difference may have
-©a ttfttal *J «ut>
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been caused by an effect noted by 'trait et al* who observed that
at high field strengths the iron of the magnet (the ldO-degree
annular magnet then used) was close to saturation and that the satu-
ration did apparently cause appreciable errors in the energy measure-
ments. The error in energy was of the order of 0,2 percent at values
of B around lh,000 ;auss. Intho work of Foglesong and Foxwell, this
represents an error of about 20 kcv for a oroton corresponding to the
ground level and thus is very close to the observed difference. It
should be possible to introduce a correction tern in the form of a
power series of the emergent particle energy2^. This correction would
be iero at or above the field strength used for calibration with
polonium alpha ^articles. A careful scrutiny of the q-values of the
present work and those of Foglesong and Foxwell shows that there is a
correlation between the two which qualitatively agrees with the above
argument. The values of Foglesong and Foxwell are generally higher
through level number nine and from ten on agree within the limits of
error except for number u8, If the difference in the ^-values for
the ground level is subtracted from tne excitation energy of the ex-
cited levels above nine, close agreement is again noticed. It should
be noted that the present work covers part of a region which was ob-
scured in the work of Foglesong and Foxwell, lk> level was found to
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Comparison with Previous Jesuits










Ground 5,262 5.283 5.260**
X 5.201* 0.058 5.223 0.060
2 Mil 0.282 1*.997 0.285 0.285
3 ii.830 G.ii32 U.838 o.U*5 0,1*1*5
h 1*.761 0.501 1*.770 0.513 0.512
5 U.721 0.51*1 1*.726 Q.557
6 l*.65o 0.612 1*.661 0.622 0.619
7 k.$2k 0.738
3 1*.1*79 0.783 i*.l*91 0.792 0.796
9 h.2$6 1.006 u.271 1.012 1.012
10 l*.o55 1.207 l*.0i*6 1.237 1.236
11 3.925 1.337
12 3.865 1.377 3.669 1.391* 1.376
13 3.815 1.1*1*7
1U 3.750 1.512 3.750 1.533 1.520
15 3.62k 1.633 3.620 1.663
16 3.576 1.681*
17 3S^S 1.707
18 3.5H* 1.71*8 1.760
19 3.1*63 1.799 3.1*58 1.825

























* 3.283 1.979 3*1 2.005
25 3.231 2.031 3.218 2.065
26 3.131 2.131 3.129 2.1
27 3,112 2.150
28 3.01*5 2.217
29 2.983 2.271* 2.v 2.295
30 2.952 2.310
31 2.9U 2.31*8 2.913 2.370
32 2.335 2.1*27





35 2.500 2.762 2.J497 2.786
36 2.1*17 2.8i*5 2.1*13 2.870
37 2.378 2.884
38 2.363 2.899 2.359 2.721*
3? 2.320 2.91*2
ko 2.295 2.967
la 2.252 3.010 2.21*5 3.038
1*2 2.211* 3.0U8
1*3 2.197 3.065





























T—k i-value .r(dev) .-value iix !> (Mev) ^-value £x*(Mev)
u5 2.11*7 3.115 2.115 3.138 3.12
1*6 2.077 3.185 2.075 3.208
hi 2.0147 3.215
Uo 2.024 3.236 1.995 3.266
h9 1.976 3.261* i.y79 3.30U










Obtained by subtracting the binding energy of taie deuteron from
their highest value gamma-ray energy.
excitation energies reported by Bartholomew and Kinsey are found
10 be within the limits of error except for level number ten. This seems
to confirm further the assumption that the gamma rays observed in their
work originated in transitions to the ground state. Within the region
obscured in the work of Fogleson;; and Foxvell, agreement with the 3.30-
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STRIPPING THEORY
The theory of douteron stringing has been dealt with extenaivelyi1"1^* 2 '
Therefore only a brief discussion of the principles will be given. A
beam of monoenergetic incident parti resented in terms
of plane waves, and LIk angular ditribution of the emergent particles
can be analyzed in terns of spherical harmonics. These harmonics are
characterised by definite values of orbital angular momentum with re-
sr>ect to the nucleus. He can let the angular momentum of the incomin
deuteron be T^ and its spin be Sg. The angular momentum of the out-
going proton wave will be X7 and its spin JT, The captured neutron
will have angular momentum 7^ and spin 5^. Let the target nucleus
have angular momentum I and the residual nucleus have angular momen-
tum J.
3y conservation of total angular momentum, we find
T + ^+sJ-"?*^*^
Also, the difference in sain and angular momentum of the two
nuclei is equal to that of the captured neutron:
T -T • % * 1J
Combining the above, we findj
*d - h m *n~* ^ " (Bd - %)-
NOTE i This discussion concerns only standard stripping theory and does
not take into account the recently reported spin-flip strioping .
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Since S"|j « S^ S^, and the spin of the proton does not change
because it is not interacting with the nucleus, we find
*d - ^-^ + ^ •
Thus, the values of T& • T^ are restricted by the conditions on T^ ,
This gives rise to a descriptxon of the angular distribution of the
emergent protons as a function of discrete values of 7^ , orbital
angular momentum, with which the neutron enters the nucleus. The
discrete values of T^ are characterized by varying values of angle
at which there is a maximum. Our calculations were based on the
work of Friedman and Tobocman , which is derived on the basis of
four simplifying assumptions t
1. The coulomb interaction can be ignored}
2. The protons have no interaction with the
target nucleus;
3. The deuteron fragments can be treated as
free particles;
lu The deuteron wave function can be approximated
by a plane wave.
The differential cross section for a (d,p) stripping process
leading to a soeciflc bound level of the residual nucleus in the
center-of-masF coordinate system may be expressed in the following
15
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*"<W - (2J + 1) C D S Y^ Br
C is a constant for the level, calculated from the masses and ener-
gies of the particles in the reaction, the nuclear radius, and the
angular momentum of the target nucleus, is the deuteron factor
which is determined from the approximate internal wave function of
the deuteron. This is a function of angle and expresses the proba-
bility of the proton, neutron, and incident deuteron wave functions
matching the correct internal wave function in the deuteron. y^ is
the partial reduced width for each value of ^ and its empirical
determination will be discussed later. Finally, Bj represents a











The problem of findin; the cross section for the stripping reac-
tion was attacked by use of the alpha-particle thickness gauge mentioned
previously to measure the thickness of cobalt on the Formvar film.
Measurements were made before and after the cobalt was evaporated onto
the Formvar. The difference in the two measurements cave the thickness
of the cobalt in terras of the equivalent etopoing power of air, in mils,
for the alpha particles of polonium. The energy loss per centimeter of
path for a substance is found fronT4
dx mV2
where V m velocity of incident particle
N • number of atoms in target pear enr
% * charge of incident particle
m • mass of electron




where Z * charge of target, and
I • ionization potential of target.
The energy loss of the alpha particles is the sane for each
medium. The energy loss per cen imeter of path is a constant for
each mediumj hence a simple constant ratio relating the energy loss in
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in rails of air equivalent, is known, the thickness of cobalt can be
determined by Multiplying the ratio of the energy losses per centi-
meter of path times the air equivalent thickness. For an air equiva-
lent thickness of 13 mils, this yave about 5.0 x 10"*6 cm for the
thickness of cobalt.
The half-width of a cobalt elastically scattered deuteron peak
was computed from the ^-equation using the previously determined
thickness of cobalt, k comparison with the observed half-width of
the deuteron elastic peak at yO degrees showed that the cobalt layer
contributed 60 to 70 percent to the observed half-width. This seems
to be reasonable, taking into account the angle between the target
and the incident deuteron beam.
The approximate differential cross section for the (d,p) reac-
tion is determined from the following expressions
do* (d,p) m % cm2
d fl. $q c dx IA A, Steradian
where Np - number of proton tracks observed in the (d,p) peak
N« - number of atoms of cobalt per cubic centimeter of target
dx the effective thickness of the cobalt layer in centimeters
IA the number of incident deuterons measured by the current
integrator
XI * the solid angle subtended by the magnetic spectrograph at
a distance of 52 centimeters along the plate, in steradians.
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lt was found advantageous to convert tiie constant terra in the
above expression into conversion term equal to
no nillibarns/steradian
proton track
This tera, Multiplied by the number of nroton tracks observed, gives
the value of cross section used in the results,
A comparison of observed elastic scattering at 90 degrees to
the calculated Rutherford scattering was made. The differential
elastic cross section was determined from the above expression, using
the number of deuterons observed and was found to be about
2$ ^ at 90 degrees. The Rutherford cross section was core-
steradian
puted from the following expression ^
dXl Ej L Hj J steradian
where 1 and T refer to tne incident and target nuclei* This gives a
value of 109 milllbarns per steradian at 90 degrees, about four times
the observed elastic scattering.
In addition, a correction was made to all cross sections thus
obtained and to each angle in order to convert from the laboratory-
system into the eenter-of-mass system for comparison with the theory.
This was facilitated by figures in Enge and Graue*^ and amounted to a
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The solid angle on the photographic plate, as mentioned in
Section II, is approximately 3<»U x 10"^ steradlans at a plat© distance
of $2 centimeters. The relative solid angle curve of reference 17 can
be used to correct for variation in solid angle as a function of dis-
tance alon the plate. The data points and curves of angular distri-
butions presented later in this section were not so corrected, but the
correction terra is listed in Table VII. This correction varies from




The paper by Inge and Gran© presents the method cf numerical
calculations in detail with the aid of an example. The same proced-
ure was used in the present work with the results for the twenty-six
levels being shown in Figure 6 through 31.
Prior to fitting the theoretical curve to the experimental
points which represent the angular distribution of the cross section,
an arbitrary isotropic background cross section was subtracted from
the value at each angle2 '. The amount was determined by inspection
of each level distribution at the angle where the curve is no*t
nearly sero (that is, 90 to 110 degrees). The background cross sec-
tions for all reported levels are given in Table VII and are shown
in Figures 32 and 33 • Twenty-three levels with small cross sections
could not be assigned a value of in for one of two reasons. Some
of these display an isotropic distribution which may be caused by
compound-nucleus formation or by a stripping reaction with an %> 3
oni/1 £ bb algpf
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Energy bkgnd fa. (2J+1)Y3 (2J*1)yi Y1/Y3
cLT-
ity (a)
3.00 1,3 2.635 0.726 0.276 + 1.155
1 0.058 1.38 1,3 1.1*72 0.1*53 0.308 1.15
2 0.282 1.3U 1,3 1.558 0.322 0.206 f 1.12
3 0.1*32 0.58 3 0.382 1.11
h 0.501 0.83 1,3 1.021 0.230 0.225 1.105
5 0.51*1 0.88 3 Q.3V? + 1.105
6 0.612 1.65 1,3 1.9h9 0.386 0.198 1.10
7 0.738 0.17 1,3 0.130 O.Olli 0.108 +
8 0.783 1.08 1,3 1.1*68 0.302 0.206 1.08
9 1.006 2.65 1,3 3.21*3 0.581 0.179 + 1.06
10 1.207 0.8U 1,3 0.397 0.0l*2 0.105 1.05
11 1.337 0.08 1,3 0.158 0.023 0.120* +
12 1.377 1.71 1,3 0.61*3 0.062 0.097 + 1.035
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*JL (2J*1)Y3 (2J*1)yi Y1/Y3
Par-
ity Lil
Hi 1.512 0.1*1 1,3 0.31*7 0.065 0.139 + 1.025




19 1.799 3.75 3 1.700 + 1.000
20 1.829 0.87
21 1.850 0.1*0 ItJ 0,1*07 0.073 0.178 •f 0.995
22 1.887 0.26 1,3 0.259 0.031* 0.131 +
23 1.923 0.2U 1,3 0.077 0.020 0.259
2k 1.979 1.56 3 0.726 + 0.985




29 2.271* 0.1*1* 1,3 0.639 0.071* 0.115 0.970
30 2.310 0.77
31 2.31*8 1.25 3 0.618 + 0.960
32 2.1*27 0.26
33 2.591 0.70 VI 0.299 0.058 0.193
31* 2.731* 0.1*2
35 2.762 0.1*7 1,3 0.592 0.086 o.il*5 0.935
-•art , . _ £•**]
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Level
No. MNClg/ °*bkgnd *n (2J+DY2 (2J*l)Yo I?^2
Par-
. W










1*6 3,185 1.95 0,2 3.300 0.107 0.0321* Ml 0.905
1*7 3.225 0.71 2 0.570 -
1*6 3.238 0.77 0,2 0.610 0.022 0.0362 - 0.903
1*9 3.281* 1.1*0 0,2 1.1*91 0.01*5 0.0303 - 0.900
50 3.311* 0.88





56 3.561* 0.59 2 1.002 — 0.881
57 3.591 0.88 0,2 0.382 0.023 0.0731* « 0.880
58 3.653 0.71 2 0.336 -
59 3.662 0.32 2 0.972 —
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27
which wae not resolved from the background . Others could not be
identified as stripping reactions because oi large statistical or
experimental fluctuations in the distributions. The background re-
ported for these was based on a mean of the counts of all angles.
This, in general, \ ill be greater Uian that of a similar distribution
with a stripping shape consistent enough for analysis, in which case
the background is the minimum value at the higher angles.
In order to calculate the curves, a first approximation of
the nuclrar radius R was made by the Oamow-Critchfield formula t '
I — (1.7 + 1.22 Al ) x lO-1^ cm
which yields 6.i> x lO"1^ cm for Co . The value or values of 4n
for each level was determined from the angle of the maxima of the
distribution in accordance with the following approximate criterion
derived from experience with the curves!
*n 12 3
Angle (low excitation) 0° 20° 1*2° It9°
Angle (high excitation) 0° 17° hl° hQ°
All the terms in the theoretical cross-section formula are
then calculated for each angle, except the parameter (2J 4- l)y^.
This term is then used to normalize the curve with the correct
value of <n to the data points at their maximum and minimum. Since
10 degrees was the smallest angle at which protons could be counted,
it was used as the normalization point for 1& » 0,
-V
,
H Ipi Lisoa tnimUQ . tmrspivaa ii orz bar£aa< Jors >»- .loir*.-
10 l&oi$*±4»4% ag i j.a bvl'iltnabl
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•saiga* lift lo aJwNMi t4i to a»«n a oo boaAd saw aaadJ tol oaJioq
atl^MlM dfc itXMi I U Ml bmU nAarq so ifcl . moq aJ , •«;
•.; ... .!J J • . •- \ :•;• :••: _ ' t<'i>;T> •....-. —
to iiiiJtJjaaixoTsqqft Je-UI a taar-ara «U M*J ii
^s»aIiarrol bio *Ioun &dj
„
srii lo amhraw %&$ lo algn* ad^ ami b«ni«rtfl^?ia aav lavsl ;.:i*a
oolio^lio a^aaUbco-rqcra soiwollol a/W rfiiw aonabiooaa at c
laavxso aurUf* ajj>r *aaa.foaqxa atoil bovJtiab
I I , o p
•9,4 c* tfl
»84 °J Mi a-jLk algtU
»ta alaanol bpJMph atajaj (MlfMMwl Mil i-u fcanal wtt XL;
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Jaaiioo *d$ dJtv 9V1W0 edi aaJtiaarxofl o4 bws;
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The radlur was then adjusted by trial and error to give the
best fit to the distributions found for the levels with the largest
oross sections and the lowest excitation energies at which each value
of tn appeared. The radius was found to be 6.0 x 10"^ cm for 4n *
and In - 1; u.O x lCT13 cm for /n - 2: and 5.5 x lO"1^ cm for lTl « 3.
For the levels with higher excitation energies, it was found that a
smaller radius would give a better fit. This is particularly notice-
able in levels numbered 12, 11*, 21, 29, and 3S (Figures 16, 17, 19,
21, and 23, respectively). Because of the numerous and tedious
trial-and-error calculations required and the lack of levels with
small statistical fluctuations, no attempt .as made to vary the
radius with excitation energy.
A majority of levels investigated exhibited a mixture of
two I values, either and 2 or 1 and 3. In order to obtain a
fit for these levels, the two curves were added together. The
normalization was as described above, except that a weighting
factor Y£ %-Hi &18° roust be determined algebraically. The true
reduced width y Is a constant of the final state, but it has been
placed inside the summation symbol of the cross-section equation.
There it acts as a weight factor giving the relative probability
of finding the neutron in one or the other of the two orbits
.
These results, which require the superposition of two curves
with different 4n values, have been encountered before2?. It was
noted that some could possibly be due to the formation of a doublet
level with different ln values or to the overlapping of a weak group
by a stronger one or to a stripping reaction with two in values.
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aosd Bad $1 4&J<* X.snil *rt«» lo
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^idf-to aw* an J to todio od* no one at aontew wu rail:
aoniro ©vtf Ho aolilaXfwrOT lopoi dalriv %n*£m#v ooadf
uv 4 v*ole*i barstftumm* n&xi *rmi ,«»*I*v ,.* tow
ftldaob 9 lo aoliaaraoi a,
HA»W ft lo J
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Also, it was noted that the experimental points which deviated
from tne curves had no consistent characteristics, except that points
at 30 degrees were high for all but one o.C the twenty-six levels
shown.
In .Figures 6 and 2h, Um dasueo lines show the individual
curves calculated for each value of 4n, The solid line is the sum
of the two separate curves.
anew »«**>
r
•-- •- - '<j
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The present investigation ex the Co5^{d,p)Go reaction, usiag
the broad-range magnetic spectrograph, has resulted in the detection
©1 several excited levels not previously re - sorted . The *i-value ox the
ground level has been redetermined and agreement with previous (n,y)
results is good. An explanation for the disagreement with the pre-
vious (d,p) det^rsiination for ths ground and first nine excited levels
has been offered, Oomnarison of the excitation energies found in this
investigation with those of previous (n,y) values shows good agreement
and serves to oonfirm the assumption that Bartholomew and Kinsey were
Measuring gamma rays to the ground level of C© , not. the metastable
level.
Agreement with Butler stripping theory seems adequate to
assign values of ia yith some assurance to the ground level and to
twenty-five excited levels, shown in the included curves. In addi-
tion, assignments were tentatively made to eleven weaker levels. In
most oi the distributions analysed, the experimental points required
the superposition of two curves calculated for different values of ln .
This is not surprising, because odd-odd nuclei may have quite compli-
cated coupling of the angular momentum of the odd neutron and odd
proton.
The observed values of orbital angular momentum, £n, agree
with the values allowed by the couplinn rules for the reported spins,
J, of f>
+
and 2* of the ground and first excited level. It must be
put! •*•**••• "oDVcjt • "- ^ -' noh.iri;^iia*-. ai Juaa - c afl
aoxiootfafr adi Hi b*Jian*i e«i tikga^o<iioaq* oXJaaaa* ajjnjn-bAoid wi;
ad£ k' Si.JLsr-v' ad* 9 in+4
'.'.i.oirc'in ti.il'-- tou>g(Mrt&M be* baataflBtabei n&pa a*d XovnX bcuionqi
cX»y»X ba*laa« aais *a*lTt fan* havo-ts ad* tol MdU«Ubnai»^
aldi al baoDl »*lp,-»a© n&ttaildn ad* 1* *c
<
.'-u':'-'--. ;>.- -- • " -i.-v
,
,r; :j.:o.:.\">y .... > *...- )feJtM4
•Xd*^aA^«B «d# Joa « ©0 lo Xavoi tawm arf4 ©* Ypm «§ iftttwua*
.Irral
•J bo* l3V?*X Uwr^ ad* oi moox-sinm* mum Atlv ^ to aaxtUv aaJba*
-ifiba aX •aavu/c b*£g/Xaa£ ax& iiX avoda ,aXaraX jfc>
.
tXoToX tMkwv *a*raX© oj eJaM \U>tXJ£jsis<* •tav a4*afln&laa* (Ciott
bexix/pet s^xUoq X»4tt«j«HM|>o» mtf Jmw&ia* saolJudlxtzlh suit to *bo«
...$ :.-> mmCm fcmtta* vjal bjafeUftia* Mil Hal ntl|p||pp Mil
inoo aijtup av*d x** IsXajai bbo-bbo oaaaoad jf/ifcfcHqnaa *aa ai aX/IT
bbo boa no-woen bbo aftt la AiiJnaaxMi talnsna add- "to jfcniXquo© be
«aT3* t/ti ciirr>naaKiai laXiiyxa laJJtdio *o aauXav ^vtaecio anT
,aolqa fceiioqai ad* tol aaXm; '^oiXqaoe axli \d bowoXii aaxdaT ©rid d^Xw
•d Jsjbb j , raX b»*lto» toritl bo* bostot^ mU "hoc *"< lo ,1*
noted that, t«hen several different values of ln are allowed by the
coupling rules, the lowest value of l^ can be determined, but higher
values Biay be missed. This is explained by the behavior of the cross
section for the stripping reaction, which decreases rapidly as 4n
increases
•
The J-values derived from the coupling rules, using the known
value I • 7/2~ for Co^ and the observed ^n, agree with the J-values
allowed by the shell model for the thirty-third neutron being ac-
cepted into a V-x/o state **or *n " I* Agreement is also found for
acceptance of the thirty-third neutron into the Pt/2» P3/2> or %/2
states for observed 4n m 1 or 3,
The observed values 4n * 0, 2 are consistent with the assign-
ment of the accepted neutron into the gg t~ state, with ^ 0, the
J-values are limited to 3 or k from coupling rules.
It is noted that the values of (2J # Ih"^ are found to be
larger for the *n » 3 or 2 when these appear in combination with
an *n • 1 or 0, respectively.
The survey of the assignments of J-values to the ground and
first excited levels was reviewed in the Introduction. Using the
values for (2J 1)yo of 2.635 and 1.1*72, respectively, as reported
in Table VII, simole calculations were made to test these assign-
ments. If the ground level was assumed to have J m 5, the first
excited level is found to have (2J + 1) » 6.15>, instead of J> as re-
quired by the J * 2 assignment. This represents an error of 23 per-
cent. Now, if J - h is assumed for the ground level, the (2J 1)
fMMtOllA 3'ifi ;> iO '-
•.-.•../;:..-.
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for the first excited state is found to be 5.22, instead of
the 3 which /ould correspond to J » 1. This error is about 68 per-
cent. Pince these errors are a measure of the departure of the ob-
served (d,-p) cross sections from theory, the present work clearly
supports the assignments to the ground and first excited level of
J • 5
+
and 2+ , rather than h* and 1+ , respectively.
No conclusive assignments of J-values or of y^ could be made
on the basis of the observed results.
•X#T»X
t .0£. ., : Li-'-:: . f i ' -'
,
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